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Overview

This paper analyzes the distributions of daily logreturns of …nancial contracts traded
at the Nordic electricity exchange, Nord Pool. These contracts are settled against the
average spot price during a delivery period and may accordingly be termed electricity
swaps. While fat tailed distributions of electricity spot prices have been investigated
by Bottazzi et al. [9], Weron et al. [16], Weron and Misiorek [17], Cartea and
Figureroa [11], and Barlow et al. [2], fat-tailed spot prices do not necessarily carry
over to electricity swap logreturns, the market invariants essential for derivatives
pricing and Value-at-Risk measurement. Due to the non-storability of electricity,
Borovkova and Geman [8] claim that "..electricity spot and forward prices are not
closely related". Vehviläinen [15] argues likewise that "no analytical connection has
been established between the (electricity) spot and forward price." These arguments
are equally valid for properly weighted forward prices, swaps. Nevertheless, in an
empirical analysis of Nordic electricity swap returns, Benth and Koekebakker [5]
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conclude that a lognormal model of swap dynamics cannot adequately represent the
tails of electricity swap return distributions. This suggests that the heavy tails of the
electricity spot price carry over to electricity swap returns. The purpose of this study
is to analyze the marginal distributions of electricity swap logreturns more carefully
across all segments of the Nordic electricity swap market.
Numerous alternative asset return distributions and associated stochastic processes
have been put forward to improve risk management and asset pricing practices
(Meucci [13], Bouchard and Potters [10], Bibby and Sørensen [7]). During the past
decade however, a certain subclass of generalized hyperbolic (GH) distributions has
caught momentum following the contributions of Barndor¤-Nielsen [[3], [4]], Bibby
and Sørensen [6], and Rydberg [14]. A rapidly growing body of evidence demonstrates
that the marginal distributions of many stochastic return processes can be successfully
…tted by the GH subclass termed normal inverse Gaussian (NIG) distributions. This
paper picks up on Benth and Koekebakker’s [5] …nding that Nordic electricity swap
logreturns are heavy tailed and analyzes marginal distributions of daily logreturns
in the Nordic electricity swap market from a NIG perspective. It is demonstrated
that the NIG distribution provides good …t of electricity swap return distributions in
all segments of the electricity market. A stochastic dynamics generating logreturns
in correspondence with the …tted NIG distribution, the class of exponential Lévy
processes, is also presented. Such processes generalize the more standard geometric Brownian motion in a straightforward way with analytical properties feasible for
pricing options and risk management calculations.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the univariate NIG distribution and a useful characterization of the shape of normalized NIG distributions
by only two parameters. Section 3 describes the dataset and method used to estimate swap returns in the Nordic electricity market. Section 4 initially presents the
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major empirical …ndings on shape characteristics, risk premia and volatility in daily
swap returns across di¤erent swap segments. The quality of the NIG approximation
is subsequently analyzed by visual tools for comparative analysis of …t. Finally, a
simple illustration highlights the distortions introduced into Value-at-Risk using the
normal distribution on fat-tailed electricity swap returns. Section 5 discusses stochastic processes for modeling term structure dynamics and some implications for option
pricing. Section 6 concludes.
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Methods

Electricity swap contracts with di¤erent delivery periods are traded at the Nordic
electricity exchange, Nord Pool.1 In order to analyze swap returns in di¤erent segments of the Nord Pool market, a smooth curve approximating the prices of traded
swap contracts has been constructed for every trading day in the period 1997 to 2005.
Based on the principles of Adams and van Deventer [1], and letting T

t denote

the delivery time and t the trading date, the smooth curve approximation fb(t; T )

represents a set of forward prices for di¤erent trading dates satisfying the following condition: Swap prices derived from fb(t; T ) always lie within the corresponding

closing price bid-ask spread of their traded counterparts. Di¢ culties arising from
an evolving product structure at Nord Pool are easily overcome with the full set of
forward curve approximations, hence a nine-year panel of pseudo-swap prices can be
constructed.
With a maximum of two calendar days between trading dates for logreturns, 1750
smooth forward curves fb(t; T ) are available for analysis. These represent a set of
1

Swaps that are (not) marked-to-market are denoted futures (forwards) by Nord Pool. The
term swap denotes both types of derivatives in this paper, a terminology more consistent with the
mainstream …nance literature (cf. Benth and Koekebakker [5]). More information on this market is
available at www.nordpool.com.
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latent forward curves f (t; T ) capable of reproducing observed swap prices, as well as
generating pseudo-prices for non-traded swaps at time t. As no dynamic restrictions
enter the smoothing algorithm that de…nes the set of approximations fb(t; T ), logre-

turns generated by di¤erent swap structures are expected to reveal information about
the logreturn generating processes of actual as well as hypothetical swaps. Nevertheless, a swap structure closely resembling traded swaps is selected in this study.
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Results

This paper demonstrates that marginal distributions of daily returns in the Nordic
electricity swap market are distinctively non-normal in terms of steepness or tailfatness. It is shown that the ‡exible class of normal inverse Gaussian distributions
captures the observed stylized facts of electricity swap returns accurately across all
studied market segments. Furthermore, this family of distributions allows for a stochastic dynamics in terms of Lévy processes, suitable for pricing derivatives and
Value-at-Risk measurement.
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Conclusions

Electricity swap returns are distinctively non-normal in terms of steepness or tailfatness, but do not appear to be asymmetric. The NIG family …ts empirical electricity
swap return distributions very well and represents an attractive alternative to the
more familiar location-scale family of normal distributions.
The economic signi…cance of a precise representation of the fat tails of electricity
swap returns was demonstrated by a simple Value-at-Risk example. If one is concerned with representing risk exposure with a number that is very unlikely to be
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exceeded, the NIG representation of V aR is clearly superior to V aR calculated under
the normal distribution assumption.
Finally, while the marginal distributions of a multivariate NIG distribution are
NIG, a multivariate NIG distribution can not easily be inferred from given marginal
NIG-speci…cations and correlations (Lillestøl [12]). Given that some applications have
to deal with statistical dependence and therefore require multivariate NIG distributions or the associated copula-function, further research should generalize the …ndings
of this paper into a multivariate NIG framework.
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